
Comprehensive Support and 
Improvement(CSI) Grant

FY23

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Welcome to School Support and Improvement’s Comprehensive Support and Improvement Grant webinar. This webinar will walk you through the requirements for the CSI grant and the application itself. Please note, it would be helpful if you have the CSI Grant Application and Rubric document available for you to refer to during the webinar.



Comprehensive Support 
and Improvement (CSI) 
Grant Purpose

The purpose of the Comprehensive 
Support and Improvement Grant is 
to provide funding for CSI schools to 
implement the evidence-based 
strategies and action steps in the 
School Integrated Action Plan (IAP) 
aligned to the Comprehensive 
Needs Assessment (CNA) and Root 
Cause Analysis (RCA).

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The purpose of the Comprehensive Support and Improvement Grant is to provide funding for CSI schools to implement the evidence-based strategies and action steps in the School Integrated Action Plan aligned to the Comprehensive Need Assessment and Root Cause Analysis.



Eligible Applicants
• Federal Comprehensive Support and Improvement 

(CSI) Schools 
• Identified for low achievement (beginning fall 2022) 

Grant awards will not be made to 
Local Education Agencies (LEAs) 
that are out of compliance with state or 
federal requirements, fiscal or programmatic. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Eligible applicants were identified CSI Low Achievement Schools in the fall of 2022Please keep in mind that this Comprehensive Support and Improvement, or CSI, grant is different than  the CSI Low Graduation Rate Grant.Grant awards will not be made to LEAs that are out of compliance with state or federal, fiscal or programmatic requirements.



Important Notes

This is a competitive grant
Complete a detailed application
Include all required elements and 
documentation
Application is scored using the scoring rubric
70% of points is required for funding

Competitive Process 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please note that this is a competitive grant that requires the completion of a detailed application and the submission of all required elements and documentation. Your application will be scored using the rubric provided, and you must earn 70% of the points possible to be awarded a grant and be funded. Be sure to use the scoring rubric as a guide when addressing the narrative questions in the grant application. 



Timeline

23 August 
2022

Grant 
application 
opens 
August 23, 
2022

7 October
2022

Grant 
application 
closes 
October 7, 
2022

1 Nov.  
2022

LEAs 
notified of 
award or 
non-award 
by Nov.  1, 
2022

1 Nov.  
2022

Grant 
funds are 
available 
Nov.  1, 
2022

30 Sept. 
2023

Project 
ends 
September 
30, 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is a timeline of the important dates associated with this grant application cycle. Note that the application is due Oct. 7th, and schools will be notified of award or non-award by Nov. 1st. Please note that no pre-award costs will be allowed. Grant related expenditures made prior to final Director approval will not be approved.



Additional Requirements

• New FY23 Comprehensive Needs Assessment
• Thorough root cause analyses (fishbones) for your 

primary needs 
• Completed LEA and School IAPs including School 

Improvement required goals and appropriate CSI 
program and funding tags

• All items must be in GME in the Planning Tool

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are the required documents that need to be completed to apply for this grant. All schools must ensure their new CNA, root cause analyses and school and LEA Integrated Action Plans are completed in the Grants Management system in the Planning Tool.If all required documents are not in GME, the application will not be scored, and additional inquiries from ADE will not be made.Remember that alignment between your CNA, fishbones, and IAP is crucial – and required.



Complete All Sections in 
GME

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
All schools applying for the CSI Grant must also complete all sections of the grant application in the Grants Management system (known as GME). The funding application is called “Comprehensive Support and Improvement Grant”. We’ll now go through each required section step by step, to include:FFATA and GSA VerificationContactsAssurancesProposed BudgetProgram Narrative QuestionsRelated Documents



FFATA and GSA
Verification

• Be sure to submit your 
FY23 General Statement of 
Assurance in GME

• Ensure your SAM.gov 
information is up to date

• Provide a short description 
of your grant funded 
project

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
First is the FFATA and GSA Verification section. Be sure that your LEA’s FY23 General Statement of Assurance has been submitted to GME, and ensure your SAM.gov information is up to dateNext, there will be space to provide a short (1-2 paragraphs) description of your proposed grant funded project.



Contacts

• LEA/Charter Holder Name
• Board President
• Superintendent
• Federal Programs Director 
• School Name
• Principal

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Contact Information section is just that. Here you will need to input all requested contact information at the LEA and school level. We use this information to communicate with you and your team.



Assurances

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Assurances in GME ensure certain actions either have taken place - such as the completion of the CNA and development of the IAP and guarantees other actions will happen - such as quarterly monitoring and updating of the IAP and the submission of regular reimbursement requests.Check each box and provide the name of the person (which serves as an electronic signature) who has the authority to assure these items to ADE on behalf of your LEA.



Program 
Narrative 
Questions

Use the Rubric!

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next few slides go through the 10 questions in the grant application that will be scored with the provided rubric. There are 7 questions at the school level and three questions for the LEA level.



1. To be completed/answered separately for each school/site

Vision:
Mission:
Shared/ Core Values/ Beliefs:
Latest revision date:
Note if these are not available or have not been updated recently, it is a 
required action plan to develop them (no loss of points)

Comprehensive Needs Assessment (CNA), root cause analyses (RCA) 
and Integrated Action Plan (IAP) development process

2. Describe the CNA, RCA, IAP process in detail.  What process did you 
use? Include data gathering process and the consensus process. Who 
was involved? What was the timeframe?

School Program Narrative 
Questions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In question number 1, the school should provide their mission and vision statement as well as core values and beliefs. Also include the latest revision date of your mission and vision statement.  Please note, if  you currently do not have mission and vision statement, you will need to put an action step in your SIAP to develop both these statements for your school. In this grant application, you should indicate when you will be starting this process.  Do not leave this question blank, make sure to include when the development process will start. Question number 2 includes the (CNA), (RCA), and (IAP) process which should be described in detail including all the following: data gathering process, the consensus process, who was involved, and thetimeframe.



3. As a result of your new 2022-23 CNA, identify the principles/indicators,   
primary needs, root causes, need statements and desired outcomes

4. List both process and impact SMART goals from your IAP.

5. What strategies and action steps in the school 2022-23 IAP will be 
funded with the FY23 CSI grant? Include timelines and responsible staff. 
Be sure to upload Evidence Based Summary Form/s in required related 
documents.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For your top 3 primary needs, identify the CNA principle you are working on and the corresponding primary need, root cause, need statement and desired outcome from your fishbone diagrams. Ensure all these items are aligned. List all SMART goals (process and impact) from your 2022-23 school’s IAP.List strategies and action steps from the IAP that will be funded with this FY23 CSI Grant. Be sure to complete the chart by including timelines and responsible staff. All components should be aligned.



6. Think five years in the future…describe your school, what it looks 
like, feels like, sounds like…

7. Proposed budget with required detailed narrative in GME is 
accurate; line items and codes are correct, math is correct. CSI 
funding tags are accurate in IAP. Complete a proposed budget in 
GME.  Be sure to include sufficient details in the narrative.

• Be sure that the requests for funds are allowable.  Out of state 
travel and large capital items are generally not allowed.  Check 
with your specialist if you have a question or need assistance 
building your budget.

• Proposed Expenditures are reflected in the IAP and aligned to the 
CNA and RCA.

• Proposed expenditures have adequate narrative details.

• Proposed expenditures are in correct function and object codes.

• Math is correct.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
For question 6, provide a detailed description of your future school . Consider what it will look like, feel like and sound like. You should be painting a picture of what success will look like when you achieve your goals. In question 7 complete a proposed budget in GME. Your budget narrative should be detailed, allowable and aligned to the IAP. You must include correct function and object codes with accurate math. 



LEA Support Questions
*Complete Once if you have multiple CSI schools

1. Describe the LEA’s plan to support the school/s as they implement 
their IAP.  Include actions, person/s responsible, timelines and 
measures of success.

2. Describe the LEA’s plan to hold school/s accountable as they 
implement their IAP, including monitoring and evaluating measures. 
Include actions, person/s responsible and timelines.

3. Describe the LEA’s plan to fiscally monitor school/s receiving CSI 
funds. Include actions, person/s responsible and timelines.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are three LEA support questions the LEA must complete. If the LEA has more than one CSI school applying for a CSI grant, this section only needs to be completed one time.Provide a detailed plan of how the LEA will support the school with the implementation of their IAP. Provide a detailed plan of how the LEA will hold the school accountable as they implement their IAP. Provide a detailed plan of how the LEA will fiscally monitor the implementation of the CSI grant. Pay close attention to each column heading to ensure you are providing the necessary level of detail required. 



Related Documents

• Required
• Evidence Based Summary Form
• Signature Page

• Required – if applicable to your budget
• Tutoring Plan
• Scope of Work (to include deliverables)
• Quote
• Conference Brochure
• Job Description

• Optional
• Graphs, tables and charts necessary for a complete 

application, optional, as needed

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Required related documents include the Evidence based summary forms and the signature page. Both are available on the School Improvement Guidance web page. If applicable, a tutoring plan, a scope of work to include deliverables from the consultant on company letterhead, quotes for materials, conference brochures,  and job descriptions are also required to be uploaded under Required Documents.



SIGNATURE PAGE

Upload to the Related 
Documents – LEA 
District/Charter Holder Level 
area

Required 
Related 

Documents

Upload Signature Page

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once the required signatures are collected, just scan and create a PDF of the page for upload to the Related documents LEA District/Charter holder level section



Required Related Documents

Upload Evidence Based Form

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The second required document is the Evidence based summary form. It is available on our webpage and should be uploaded to the related documents page under the “school/site level” budget sections. ESSA requires all school improvement-funded strategies, practices, programs and interventions meet specific evidence requirements, and demonstrate a statistically significant effect on improving meaningful student outcomes. ADE will not fund any strategies, practices, programs and interventions that do not meet the rigorous ESSA evidence requirements. We will fund items that meet the top three tiers of evidence under ESSA: strong, moderate, and promising.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
An evidence-based summary form is required for all proposed practices, programs and interventions. Please refer to the Evidence-Based Research Requirements (ESSA) Module on our webpage and the guidance document for additional information.The top of the form has check boxes for you to complete based on your school's configuration and community type. In the next section you will identify the target area and community of the research summary you are citing. It is important to utilize research from studies with similar demographics as your school. Next, mark the ESSA rating of the study you’re citing. ESSA Ratings are available on a variety of websites, such as Evidence for ESSA or the What Works Clearinghouse. 



2 1

3

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
On our website there are two valuable resources that can easily help you determine if your program, practice or intervention is evidence-based. The first resource is an excel document that provides names of specific programs or practices  that have received the required ESSA rating of strong, moderate or promising. To get to this first resource, go to the School Improvement  website. Begin by clicking the evidence-based practices link to the right. Next, click on the blue Search Evidence-Based Resources Database button in the middle of the page.  This will open an excel document that has tabs at the bottom labeled for  Programs and Interventions, Practices, School Reform and SEL.On the next slide we will show you a completed Evidence-Based Summary Form using the example of the program Beyond Textbooks. 



Evidence 
Based 

Summary 
Form 

Describe Program

Refer to Evidence-
Based Resources 

Database 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a completed evidence based summary form for an item that has been found on the evidence based data base. At the top of the Evidence-Based Summary Form complete the appropriate LEA Grade and Community boxes for your school. Under the next set of boxes, under the Research Title indicate the Target grade from the excel file (referred to as Target Audience). Mark the corresponding ESSA tier.In the last section, identify the program you are asking to fund and the School Improvement Unit resource that identifies your program as ESSA approved



#1

#2

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
 The second resource you will find is also in the Evidence-Based Practices tab. Scroll to the middle of the page to find the link. 



Evidence 
Based 

Summary 
Form 

Describe Practice

Refer to Evidence 
Review and 

Effective Practices 
Briefs document

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here is an example of a completed evidence based summary form for a practice that was found in the Evidence review and effective practices briefs document. Again, at the top of the Evidence-Based Summary Form complete the appropriate LEA Grade and Community for your school.  Under the next set of boxes, under the Research Title indicate the ESSA rating from the document.In the last section, you should describe your action step, the practice that is going to be implemented and the resource and page number where it can be found. The excel document and the Evidence Review and Effective Practices Briefs document can be extremely helpful in determining if your chosen program, practice or strategy meets ESSA requirements.



Evidence Based 
Summary Form 

Describe Strategy

Research Abstract 

White papers, theories of action, reviews of literature, and pre/post test 
data are not sufficient and do not meet ESSA’s requirements 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you have not been able to find your chosen program, practice or strategy in the two resources we just showed you, you will need to provide other evidence that your grant funded item meets ESSA requirements. At the top of the Evidence-Based Summary Form complete the appropriate LEA Grade and Community boxes for your school. The next set of boxes, under the Research title, should  indicate what grade level and community the research was completed on and what ESSA Tier level was determined per the research. At the bottom of the form, write a brief description of the study and then copy and paste the language that identifies the approved ESSA category rating.  In addition, provide the website for the research. Please note that white papers, theories of action, reviews of literature, and pre/post test data are not sufficient and do not meet ESSA’s requirements.



Evidence Based 
Resources

Additional resources available: 
https://www.azed.gov/improvement/evidencebased-practices

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are just a few more of the available websites that provide information on evidence-based strategies, interventions or programs that meet ESSA requirements. 

https://www.azed.gov/improvement/evidencebased-practices


Proposed Budget

• Complete a proposed budget in 
GME. Be sure to include 
sufficient details in the narrative. 

• Items must address identified 
root causes leading to improved 
student achievement.  

• Be sure that the requests for 
funds are allowable. 

• Remember these funds are 
supplemental.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The next section is the BudgetComplete your proposed budget in GME. Be sure to include sufficient details in the budget narrativeAll budgeted items must support interventions or programs that are aligned to addressing your identified root causesBe sure that all your budgeted activities are allowable  And remember these funds are supplemental to your existing efforts.Please note, there is no pre-determined set total budget amount. We fund strong, evidence-based plans that include reasonable and necessary supplemental expenses. Also remember that this is a competitive process. Being labeled a CSI School does not entitle you to receive funds through this grant program.



Allowable Expenditures
Items requested in the budget must address identified root 
causes leading to improved achievement 

• Data driven decision making processes
• Leadership development
• Strategies and action steps aligned with the CNA and 

root cause analyses data
• Professional learning activities and related travel costs
• Supplies directly related to the action steps
• Positions directly aligned to CNA-IAP
• External service providers based on specific needs 

identified
• Off contract pay for work such as planning committees, 

researching evidence-based interventions or curricula, 
conducting or attending professional learning or 
implementation of an intervention

• Board approved hourly rate paid
• Requires time and effort logs

Note:  COVID related expenses 
including technology need to 
be addressed using 
CARES/ESSER funding sources.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Again, this grant only will pay for Action steps that address identified root causes, need statements and desire outcomes to meet your identified goals for improvement. Listed here are just a few potentially allowable expenditures:This grant could pay for over and above off contract work, such as service on an attendance committee that first researches different successful programs, then selects, plans and implements strategies and action steps designed to reduce absenteeism.However, the grant would not pay for teachers to attend MTSS meetings to discuss students with excessive absences, as this would be considered part of the regular expected contract day.It could pay for specific, aligned evidence-based professional learning focused on implementing a school’s adopted strategy or model to reduce absences - but would not pay for just routine, monthly PD.Also note that budgeted off contract work cannot exceed the local board-approved hourly rate.



Expenditures Not 
Allowed

• Performance or incentive pay
• Miscellaneous or general office 

supplies
• Student rewards/incentives
• Large expenditures for capital 

items are generally not allowed
• Out of state travel may be 

approved only if absolutely 
necessary.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Here are some budgeted items that would not be allowed, which could include:Performance or incentive payMiscellaneous or general office supplies andStudent rewards or incentives.Large capital expenditures may be approved on a case by case basis if they are identified as a critical need.  Out of state travel is limited, so please talk to your specialist if there is a training that is absolutely necessary that can not be found locally.



Proposed Budget In GME

• Proposed expenditures 
have adequate 
narrative details; are in 
correct function and 
object codes; math is 
correct; line items 
match narrative totals 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
We recommend that you use our Grant Guidelines guidance document to help ensure your expenditures have adequate narrative detail, are in the correct function and object codes, and that line item totals match the totals referenced in the narratives. Here is just a portion of this guidance document, with several examples shown.



Prior to Grant Submission
• Ensure all GME requirements are completed
• Ensure program narrative questions are answered 

completely and with specific details
• Use the scoring rubric to verify you have included the 

required details
• Verify you have uploaded all the required documents 

and any additional documents to support your 
application in Related Documents

• Validate that the FY23 CNA and Root Cause Analysis 
fishbones are in GME

• Confirm the LEA and School Integrated Action Plans 
include all the strategies and actions steps for school 
improvement and are tagged CSI

• Ensure the proposed budget is closely aligned to the 
CNA, root causes, strategies and actions steps

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Read slide as is 



Timeline

23 August 
2022

Grant 
application 
opens 
August 23, 
2022

7 October
2022

Grant 
application 
closes 
October 7, 
2022

1 Nov.  
2022

LEAs 
notified of 
award or 
non-award 
by Nov.  1, 
2022

1 Nov.  
2022

Grant 
funds are 
available 
Nov. 1, 
2022

30 Sept. 
2023

Project 
ends 
September 
30, 2023

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Once again, Here is a timeline of the important dates associated with this grant application cycle. Note that the application is due Oct. 7th, and schools will be notified of award or non-award by Nov. 1st. Please note that no pre-award costs will be allowed. Grant related expenditures made prior to final Director approval will not be approved.



For more information and resources regarding 
School Improvement, please visit:

http://www.azed.gov/improvement

Devon Isherwood (Deputy Associate Superintendent)
602-364-0379

Christina Aldrich (Director)
602-364-2202

Email: firstname.lastname@azed.gov

Education Program Specialists
Sarah Barnes 520-770-3062
Colleen Clark  928-637-1882
Tony Cuevas  928-637-1899
Kelly Curtin 602-542-3370

Michael Hansen 602-542-0836
Chelle Kemper 602-364-1980

Serena Lobo 602-542-3123
Lucedes McBroom 520-770-3790

Becca Moehring 602-542-3058
Ken Rausch 602-364-4992

Cindy Robinson 602-364-4115
Jennifer Spaniak 602-364-2065
Amanda Wilber 602-542-3069
Jennifer Zorger 602-542-8788

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Please reach out to your program specialist if you have any additional questions or need assistance with the grant application process.
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